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Abstract 

Environmental policy with uncertainty is often posed as a choice between price and 

quantity instruments. Paradoxically, this economic advice employs architecture 

derived from a first-best global framework that applies imperfectly to the partial-

equilibrium, multifaceted regulatory policy setting where it is applied. This paper 

evaluates instrument design and the evolution of environmental pricing in this 

sequential policy environment. Quantity “cap” instruments are more often used in 

practice. Recently, however, automatically adjusting emissions allowance supply 

schedules have been emerging in existing trading programs. We propose a conceptual 

framework for a price-responsive supply schedule and use simulation modeling and 

laboratory experiments to explore its performance and design, including its application 

in a specific regional market. A price-responsive supply schedule offers efficiency 

advantanges over either a price or a quantity instrument and preserves the roles for 

technology and energy policies that are expected to lower costs over time. 

Key Words: cap-and-trade, climate policy, greenhouse gas, climate change, electricity 
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1. Introduction 

Two central principles of environmental economics are (1) that economically efficient 

policies to limit harmful emissions should be designed in a way that equates the 

marginal benefits of limiting emissions to the marginal costs of doing so, and (2) that 

policy should be set at a geographic scale that captures all relevant contributors to the 

problem of concern (Oates 1999). In the case of global climate change, these first-best 

principles suggest that an optimal greenhouse gas policy would be global in design. In 

the early negotiations, such an approach was embraced by most nations in the 

Conference of Parties and reflected in the nearly global cap-and-trade system under 

the 1995 Kyoto Protocol. In practice, it proved impossible to achieve the consensus 

necessary to implement such a program.  

At the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change meeting in 2016, 

nations opted for a different approach in the Paris Accord. This agreement codifies a 

country-by-country approach under which each nation makes a pledge establishing 

national emissions reduction goals and declaring policies for reaching those goals. 

Most national pledges are built on regulatory policies instead of carbon pricing.1 In 

some parts of the world, including the United States and Canada, the decentralized 

approach to climate policy extends to pledges and policies at the subnational level. 

Such policies include cap-and-trade programs in the Western Climate Initiative 

involving California and Quebec, and in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) 

involving 11 eastern states, as well as a carbon tax in British Columbia. 

In the search for a globally optimal policy for limiting pollution, first-best principles 

from environmental economics motivate the choice of a control variable: either prices 

or quantities (Weitzman 1974). Most, but not all, of the economics literature favors a 

price-based “carbon tax” approach, particularly in the case of stock pollutant with 

relatively flat marginal benefits from reduced emissions (Newell and Pizer 2003; Hoel 

and Karp 2001), although a recent paper by Karp and Traeger (2018) argues that 

quantities are preferable with a stock pollutant, asymmetric information about 

innovation, and delayed diffusion of new products.2 

 
1 https://www.carbonbrief.org/paris-2015-tracking-country-climate-pledges. 

2 Many (e.g., Stavins 2007; Keohane et al. 2009) have argued that a fixed quota (not 
necessarily the first-best level) has political advantages and enables negotiation, but others 
(e.g., Weitzman 2014) argue that a price-based approach would be superior in this regard. 
Zhao (2002) shows that tradable permits can help boost a firm’s incentive to invest in new 
technologies with abatement cost uncertainty. 

https://www.carbonbrief.org/paris-2015-tracking-country-climate-pledges
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In this paper, we describe a price-responsive supply of emissions allowances, where 

the quantity of allowances supplied responds to market information about the costs of 

emissions reductions. Policymakers can use price-responsive supply to announce to 

the market their approach to achieving an environmental goal in the face of 

uncertainty about costs and innovation. In the partial-equilibrium policy setting, we 

envision stringency in the carbon pricing policy to be constrained below the first-best 

quantity. Simultaneously, we imagine a role for companion regulations affecting 

technology and program costs. We envision that all these policies will continue to 

evolve in a sequence leading toward long-term environmental goals. This approach 

allows for the general setting in which allowance demand may differ from expectations 

in either direction (Borenstein et al. 2018). 

In practice, most national and subnational programs have adopted a cap-and-trade 

(quantity) approach. One possible reason may be related to “fiscal illusion” (Oates 

1988). Shogren (2012) suggests that the preference for cap-and-trade is in part due to 

the robustness of market institutions to behavioral anomalies: 

This suggests the use of adaptive regulatory schemes in which policy-
makers adjust market-failure regulation for behavioural failures that may 
arise … Marketable permit systems, provided they are active exchange 
institutions, could be the most effective behavioural disciplining device, or 
at a minimum, the institutional design least affected by behavioural failures. 
(p. 25) 

More simply, policymakers may be guided by practical considerations. Emissions 

targets usefully signal environmental goals more directly than does a tax; it is possible 

that policymakers can set more stringent standards by setting quantity rather than 

price (Turnbull 1998). Banking of cap-and-trade allowances vests compliance entities 

with assets of value, which facilitates program durability. Importantly, implementation 

of cap-and-trade often can be achieved through regulation and does not require 

legislation, as a tax would. Carbon taxes and allowance auctions both yield revenues 

that can be earmarked for spending on research and development, or to promote clean 

energy technologies that build coalitions in support of the program. However, 

program-related spending in a carbon market may result in a lower carbon price, which 

is especially relevant to this discussion. 

In existing programs, the emissions cap levels, which determine the marginal cost of 

reductions in carbon markets, have not been calibrated to global economic measures 

of the marginal damage. Even where jurisdictions have (recently) adopted emissions 

goals that align with Paris goals and would dramatically reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions over time, near-term emissions caps anticipate gradually increasing carbon 
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prices, not prices set at current estimates of marginal social cost.3 Instead, emissions 

caps are determined through scientifically informed political negotiations within a 

jurisdiction or a small coalition of states. Cap setting may be envisioned along with 

various regulatory policies as cooperative signaling through contingent actions in a 

noncooperative strategic setting. “Success” in this setting can be viewed as the 

sequential emergence of more efficient and comprehensive global policy (Meckling et 

al. 2017; Pahle et al. 2018).  

To this end, a jurisdiction is well served by a carbon pricing policy that implements the 

basic principle of cost-effectiveness in equating the marginal costs of emissions 

reductions across sources. But the general choice of a control variable—either prices 

or quantities set at a globally efficient level—as informed by first-best theory does not 

translate as well for an individual jurisdiction in a partial-equilibrium policy context.  

The more common control variable is an emissions cap with trading, which typically 

has been implemented in various environmental markets with a perfectly inelastic 

vertical supply (fixed quantity) of emissions allowances. This design offers limited 

ability for the market to respond to new information. Changes in emissions control 

costs that might, for example, result from companion technology policies at home or in 

other jurisdictions as well as price-driven innovation can affect only the allowance 

price, not the levels of emissions that are observed (Goulder and Stavins 2011).4 

Carbon markets have evolved beyond this simple design. In the North American 

markets, concerns about high prices led to the establishment of cost containment 

reserves, which introduce a limited quantity of additional allowances at specified price 

levels, and recently in California an absolute price cap, to buffer unexpected price 

spikes. These markets use auctions to distribute emissions allowances, thereby 

enabling a price floor below which no allowances will be sold. Such modifications to the 

first-best architecture respond to extreme price levels, but supply curves remain 

perfectly inelastic between the upper and lower price points.5 In 2021, RGGI will evolve 

further to introduce an emissions containment reserve (ECR), providing an additional 

 
3 Daniel et al. (2019) suggest that an optimal price in the near term would be above the 
expected marginal social cost of emissions and would decline over time, providing insurance 
value and driving technological change. 

4 Richstein et al. (2015) propose a method for adjusting the cap in the European Union’s 
Emissions Trading System to offset the allowance price, depressing effects of higher-than-
anticipated support for renewable energy. 

5 In the EU Emissions Trading System, the market supply of allowances is adjusted through a 
mechanism known as the market stability reserve (MSR), which is described in the next 
section.  
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price point that incrementally constricts allowance supply at prices that are low but 

above the price floor. 

In contrast, supply curves in commodity markets have finite slope, so new information 

causes the amount of the commodity that enters the market to continuously decrease 

(increase) with a decrease (increase) in the market price. If demand falls, thereby 

decreasing market prices, less of the good is brought to market, which tends to buffer 

those price decreases.  

The innovation in allowance markets that we characterize here, price-responsive 

supply, relaxes the perfectly inelastic supply function, in the spirit of Roberts and 

Spence (1976). Price-responsive supply generalizes their approach to allow more 

continuous response of quantities to revealed costs, and a uniform equilibrium price, 

which is important to long-run optimality (Spulber 1985). Various authors (cited below) 

suggest hybrids of price and quantity instruments and mechanisms that adjust in 

response to market conditions. Such a modified supply schedule allows the quantity of 

allowances supplied and the market equilibrium to change with new information about 

program costs. With a price-responsive supply schedule, which we describe simply as 

“quantities with prices,” the market equilibrium will shift along that schedule, resulting 

in a change in price and quantity, as in a standard commodity market. Price-responsive 

supply can be implemented as a straightforward modification of allowance auctions, 

which are currently used in most cap-and-trade programs for allocating emissions 

allowances. 

A perfectly inelastic supply of emissions allowances has several disadvantages for 

regulators. One is that the revenue raised from auctioning emissions allowances is 

quite variable, as the price changes produce proportional changes in revenue. Major 

carbon emissions trading programs include provisions for reinvesting auction 

revenues, but planning for such investments is difficult when revenues are highly 

variable. Moreover, these variations have sometimes been interpreted as signals of 

program failure.6 A second disadvantage is that all the effects of price fluctuations 

accrue to the compliance side of the policy ledger, by reducing compliance costs when 

prices fall and increasing costs when they rise, without any change in the 

environmental outcome (even though the emissions level embodied in the allowance 

supply is not optimally chosen). Indeed, in every important atmosphere resource 

market, allowance prices have fallen below expected levels, often in real terms 

 
6 For instance, in 2016 (https://www.eenews.net/climatewire/stories/1060038016) and in 
2020 (LAO 2020), when the reserve price was triggered in the California auction, revenues 
available to the state’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund fell substantially, attracting 
legislators’ concern.  

https://www.eenews.net/climatewire/stories/1060038016
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(Burtraw and Keyes 2018).7 A third disadvantage is that an unchanging emissions cap 

undermines the incentive for individuals and organizations in an emissions-capped 

region to take voluntary actions to reduce emissions. 

A perfectly inelastic supply of allowances in the short run may be relaxed through 

banking and borrowing of allowances between compliance periods. Banking is 

routinely allowed in cap-and-trade programs for stock pollutants, and borrowing is 

implicit within a compliance period. Many emissions markets start with long periods of 

declining caps, which may be seen as a form of program-level borrowing that provides 

the flexibility for emitters to overcomply in early years, building up a bank that can be 

used later. Absent uncertainty, only the cumulative allowance supply matters, not how 

allowances are allocated over time. This outcome means that changes in compliance 

costs are manifested in price changes only, not in emissions outcomes. 

Administrative review enables explicit adjustments to allowance supply when, for 

example, supply reductions have been triggered in the North American and European 

programs by unexpectedly low prices or large allowance banks. In practice, 

policymakers appear to have an emissions reduction target and associated cost levels 

in mind. This “effort targeting” allows policymakers to adjust the level of effort (speed 

of reductions) up or down once the market price reveals the cost of abatement. Such 

administrative adjustments introduce implicit price responsiveness to the long-run 

supply of allowances, but they are unpredictable and may raise costs by increasing 

short-run uncertainty for compliance entities about future allowance prices and the 

payoff to compliance-related investments. Further, these program adjustments are 

cumbersome, time consuming, and politically taxing for regulators. 

From a policymaker’s perspective, changes in the baseline level of emissions due to 

technological change and voluntary actions that put downward pressure on allowance 

prices should help advance progress toward long-run targets. Indeed, if the realized 

cost of emissions reductions is less than anticipated, one might expect policymakers 

to buy more of them! But until very recently, with the introduction of emissions (and 

cost) containment reserves, this attribute has been missing from emissions trading 

programs, at least in the short run prior to administrative adjustments, with the main 

 
7 The authors identify several factors that contribute to this outcome, including a generous 
initial allocation of allowances, the introduction of overlapping policies at various levels of 
government that encourage emissions reductions at the same sources, and changes in 
institutions and public attitudes that also encourage emissions reductions. Technological 
innovation prompted by incentives introduced by emissions pricing is another factor, and 
most allowance trading programs direct program revenues to achieve program-related goals, 
reducing allowance demand. Factors explaining low prices in the EU Emissions Trading 
System are described by Ellerman and Buchner (2008) and Koch et al. (2014). 
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consequence being declining allowance prices. This market behavior has rendered 

carbon markets and the role of prices in environmental policy generally less desirable 

in the minds of some regulators and environmental advocates. 

In Section 2 of this paper, we review the literature, much of which has anticipated 

adjustments to either a price or a quantity approach to make one more like the other, 

in contrast to most markets where price and quantity are mutually determined. In 

Section 3, we develop a conceptual comparison of policy approaches and discuss their 

relative efficiency properties and ability to inform regulatory decisions. We show that a 

price-responsive supply schedule has efficiency advantages over either a price or a 

quantity approach. In Section 4, we introduce outcomes of interest for policy design 

under uncertainty, including price volatility, revenue volatility, emissions, and the size 

of an emissions bank. We provide guidance for building a price-responsive supply 

schedule according to these criteria and illustrate the performance of different 

approaches with respect to several of these criteria in a national electricity sector 

simulation model. We quantify the sharing of benefits from a decline in allowance 

demand between economic (price) and environmental (quantity) outcomes. The price-

responsive supply curve helps preserve emissions reductions from voluntary actions 

and companion policies. When these actions and other technological changes lead to a 

reduction in the demand for allowances, auction revenue is expanded under a price-

responsive supply curve, even though fewer allowances are sold, making more revenue 

available for program-related spending (although in general, the effect on revenue 

hinges on the elasticity of allowance demand). In Section 5, we report simulation 

modeling of various formulations for a supply schedule that was conducted to inform 

the RGGI decision process, leading to its adoption of the price-responsiveness 

incorporated in the RGGI emissions containment reserve. In Section 6, we supplement 

the simulation modeling with laboratory experiments and find that market participants 

anticipate the effect of the ECR on the long-run supply of allowances. The effect of the 

ECR in the experiment is to raise allowance prices and reduce price variability, 

consistent with predictions of the conceptual and simulation models. Thus, the 

interaction between demand and supply helps reduce the need for interim regulatory 

adjustments in response to uncertain marginal abatement costs. Section 7 concludes 

by framing the relevance of a price-responsive supply in the global effort to address 

climate change.  
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2. Literature 

Climate science suggests that the emissions reductions necessary to limit the degree 

of global warming in a meaningful way are substantial and will require a transformation 

of the energy sector. The policy pathway toward this goal is most often manifested in 

a cap-and-trade program with a cap on emissions that tightens over time within a 

program period, and with cap adjustments between periods.8 The costs of meeting 

those caps are highly uncertain, particularly further into the future as policy goals 

become more ambitious. Unpredictable macroeconomic shocks can cause allowance 

demands to differ from expectations. In a real business cycle model, Heutel (2012) 

finds that optimal quantities (and optimal taxes) should respond pro-cyclically, 

increasing emissions when the demand for allowances is high, and supporting the 

notion of an upward-sloping price-responsive allowance supply schedule. 

The early literature dealing with uncertainty in the design of climate policy focused on 

situations where the marginal costs of achieving emissions targets might turn out to 

be higher than expected, necessitating policy features to offer some relief should 

policy goals prove expensive to attain. Most of these proposals involve a combination 

of quantity and price mechanisms, first discussed by Roberts and Spence (1976). Pizer 

(2002) is one of the first to consider the combination of policies in the climate 

regulatory context. He shows that combining a price and a quantity is more efficient 

than a price-based or quantity-based mechanism alone. Yu and Mallory (2015) extend 

this line of analysis of quantities and price ceilings to a dynamic multiple compliance 

period setting. Khezr and MacKenzie (2018b) identify conditions under which an 

allowance reserve policy increases auction clearing prices. Aldy and Pizer (2009) 

discuss various options that have been included in climate policy proposals: (1) a 

safety valve cap on the price of emissions allowances at which additional allowances 

enter the markets; (2) a circuit breaker that would stall the rate of decline of an 

emissions cap at a specified price trigger; and (3) an independent board established to 

manage the supply of allowances to keep prices within an acceptable range (Murray et 

al. 2009). Similar mechanisms are envisioned for adjusting an emissions fee to achieve 

a specific emissions goal, sometimes called an emissions assurance mechanism (Aldy 

et al. 2017; Newell et al. 2005; Metcalf 2009; Hafstead and Williams III 2017).9 Hepburn 

(2006) suggests that having a mechanism to manage allowance price volatility will 

 
8 Kaufman et al. (2020) propose using a declining carbon price path as a mechanism to move 
emissions from current levels to net zero over the coming few decades. 

9 See also the recent forum in the Review of Environmental Economics and Policy (2020), 
https://academic.oup.com/reep/issue/14/1. 

https://academic.oup.com/reep/issue/14/1
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likely encourage participation in a future international cap-and-trade regime. Virtually 

all discussions start from one of the two conceptual approaches, quotas or fees, and 

explore modifications that make one look like the other; some suggest a hybrid of the 

two approaches. All these approaches differ, however, from the typical commodity 

market, in which the supply of the commodity varies systematically with the 

equilibrium price obtained in the market.10 

A major cost-related concern is that prices might spike because of short-run factors 

such as weather or fuel supply disruptions. Cap-and-trade programs typically include 

features designed to mitigate the likelihood of price spikes. One approach is to allow 

temporal banking and limited borrowing of allowances. The early literature on banking 

focused on smoothing temporal fluctuations to minimize the present discounted value 

of complying with regulatory goals over time in the absence of uncertainty (Rubin 

1996; Kling and Rubin 1997; Cronshaw and Kruse 1996). More recently, Fell et al. 

(2012c) consider a situation with uncertainty about compliance costs and show that 

cap-and-trade with banking can replicate the efficiency of a price-based policy in the 

climate context. Recognizing that policies are likely to be updated over time and that 

allowance banking enables intertemporal arbitrage, Pizer and Prest (2020) show that a 

quantity-based policy can be superior to a price-based one in a dynamic setting as 

long as firms can perfectly predict future policy changes and governments are 

enacting welfare-maximizing regulations. However, when either of these assumptions 

fails, they find that prices are superior. Weitzman (2019) extends his earlier analysis to 

a dynamic setting and finds that both fixed prices and fixed quantities are superior to 

quantities with banking and borrowing when regulatory action lags firms’ decisions. 

Heutel (2020) builds on Weitzman (2020) and Pizer and Prest (2020) to consider 

bankable taxes in addition to other previously examined policies with and without 

allowance banking and shows that the advantages of bankability depend on the nature 

of shocks, what the policymaker knows, and the ability to update policy in response to 

new information.  

Offsets from outside the regulated sector (or associated with mitigation of emissions 

of gases other than carbon dioxide, CO2) provide another mechanism that can reduce 

compliance costs and the likelihood of short-term prices spikes, although the supply of 

 
10 In an appendix, Roberts and Spence (1976) perhaps come closest to the formulation we 
present by suggesting multiple licenses with subsidies and penalties. An equilibrium is 
achieved that preserves cost-effectiveness. However, because licenses have different prices, 
the revenue to government is not necessarily the same as would be achieved at the same 
equilibrium in an allowance market. 
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offsets is also uncertain and may be correlated with other compliance costs, which 

could amplify price fluctuations (Fell et al. 2012b).  

Throughout most of the literature and all the papers that we reference above, the 

economic issue is described as a design problem from a system (global) perspective. 

However, the Paris Accord embraces bottom-up, loosely coordinated actions of 

independent jurisdictions, wherein decisionmakers have even less information about 

the benefits and costs of mitigation and the mitigation efforts that will be taken by 

other jurisdictions, but can be expected to have some success in coordinating actions 

(Barrett 2016). As climate policies have evolved in fairly small geographic markets, 

aligning policies and program designs can be the precondition for greater linking 

across programs (Burtraw et al. 2013). Linking may help (1) mitigate price volatility 

through broadening markets; (2) mitigate concerns about competitiveness between 

jurisdictions (Jaffee et al. 2009); and (3) enable greater environmental ambition by 

keeping costs low (Bodansky et al. 2015), especially if independent programs yield 

different standalone allowance prices (Flachsland et al. 2009).  

Although the literature is overwhelmingly about shielding markets from high-cost 

shocks, experience in virtually every cap-and-trade market suggests that lower-than-

expected prices are a more likely outcome. These low-price outcomes result from 

lower-than-expected demand for allowances. One mechanism for dealing with this 

phenomenon is a price collar that creates both a floor and a ceiling on allowance 

prices. Burtraw et al. (2010) show that such a mechanism can support prices and 

thereby maintain incentives for investment in clean technologies, and Grüll and 

Taschini (2011) provide an analytic exposition. Fell et al. (2012a) examine a soft price 

collar in which the prices are enforced incompletely with a limited volume of additions 

or subtractions from the expected cap. They find that increasing the size of the 

reserve of allowances lowers costs, but at a diminishing rate as the reserve is 

expanded. On the other hand, an allowance reserve raises emissions uncertainty. 

Hence, a limited reserve captures many of the cost-related advantages while reducing 

the emissions uncertainty that would result from an unlimited reserve. Similarly, a 

price-responsive supply schedule reconciles differences in allowance price 

expectations between advocates of carbon pricing who believe the price will not be 

high and detractors who say it will cripple the economy. A price-responsive supply can 

support both contentions while removing a major source of opposition from critics of 

carbon pricing.11 

 
11 This paper focuses on price-responsive supply curves that adjust to prices within a 
compliance period. Habermache and Lehmann (2020) look at rules-based approaches to 
adjusting policy ambition over time and find that a commitment by policymakers to a state-
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Baumol and Oates (1988, Ch. 14) dismissed the idea of a price collar in the context of 

free allocations because it suggests a contingent property right that would be taken 

away or repurchased by the government if prices fell and allowances were retired. 

However, over time, cap-and-trade program design in North American and Europe has 

migrated to auctioning of allowances. This auction process makes possible the use of a 

reserve (minimum) price in the auction to enforce a floor price in the market. Price 

floors can be implemented even with free allocation of allowances to compliance 

entities, where those entities are required to consign some or all of their free 

allowances to a revenue-neutral auction, with revenues returned to consigners in 

proportion to their share of the allowances sold at auction (Burtraw and McCormack 

2017). Auction reserve prices also apply when allowance prices reach ceiling levels that 

trigger the introduction of an additional block of allowances for sale. Karp and Traeger 

(2017) propose an alternative approach based on a redemption-value function that 

uses the market clearing allowance price to adjust the emissions value of each 

allowance certificate.  

Unlike the US use of reserves, the mechanism to support market prices in the 

European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), the market stability reserve 

(MSR), is triggered by the size of the outstanding bank of privately held allowances. 

The program specifies reductions in auction quantities when the privately held bank is 

larger than a specific size. Initially, the MSR was designed to set aside unauctioned 

allowances for future reintroduction into the market, but that approach was modified 

in 2018 such that, beginning in 2023, a portion of allowances held in the MSR is 

invalidated (canceled) when the MSR grows to a specific size. Perino and Willner 

(2019) show how the cancelation of allowances in the MSR improves incentives for 

long-term investments in clean energy technologies. Osorio et al. (2020) consider 

changes to the MSR design parameters that could help align the program with EU-

wide emissions reduction goals for 2030. They find that the MSR raises uncertainty 

about future shortages and is overly complex and suggest that Europe should 

consider adopting a price stability reserve instead. 

Among the experimental investigations of the performance of emission markets,12 

several studies explicitly address the effects of banking and price collar mechanisms. 

Experiments confirm that banking reduces the intraperiod price volatility that arises 

from uncertainty over abatement costs and induces considerable smoothing of 

compliance costs across time. Price collar mechanisms, such as reserve prices and 

 
contingent level of ambition generally results in higher welfare than either an unconditional 
commitment or reliance on policymakers’ discretion in setting future targets. 

12 For a review of early experiments, see Muller and Mestelman (1998).  
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price containment reserves, have been found to reduce the costs associated with 

uncertainty over the future value of allowances (Stranlund et al. 2014; Cason 2010).  

Holt and Shobe (2016) explore the effects of different mechanisms for adjusting the 

scarcity of emissions allowances in the context of a laboratory experiment. The 

experiment results indicate that the automatic inventory-based adjustments induced 

by the market stability reserve policy may actually increase price instability (relative to 

a no-MSR baseline) because of interactions of inventory measurement lags and the 

effects of auction quantity reductions on expectations about future allowance prices. 

The results also demonstrate that how price collar mechanisms (floors and ceilings) 

are implemented is important. Subjects respond to price collar mechanisms that 

change the long-run supply of allowances but not to those that simply shift the timing 

of allowance availability. Salant et al. (2018) use a commodity market model and 

accompanying experiments to show that price floors can change the equilibrium 

allowance price even when the floor is not binding. Taken together, these previous 

studies strongly suggest that, in the presence of banking, automated cap adjustment 

mechanisms operate primarily by adjusting long-run expectations about allowance 

supply and that agents work to equate (discounted) compliance costs across time 

periods. 
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3. Concepts 

3.1. Carbon Markets in a Partial-Equilibrium 
Setting 

Most of the economics literature on policy design features to ameliorate unexpected 

cost outcomes in emissions cap-and-trade programs has focused on mitigating 

adverse effects of potential high-side cost spikes, but the experience in atmosphere 

resource markets to date has been that in the long run, prices end up being lower than 

expected. In the California and Quebec carbon trading programs, auction prices 

quickly fell near or at the price floor because other regulatory programs contributed 

most of emissions reductions necessary to achieve the cap. In the RGGI trading 

program, Murray and Maniloff (2015) find that unanticipated changes in the economy, 

fuel prices, and other policies, including those promoting energy efficiency, account for 

roughly half of the emissions reductions in the region under the program, contributing 

to lower-than-expected allowance prices.13 This pattern is also evident in federal 

regulation. In its 2018 Regulatory Impact Analysis of the Affordable Clean Energy Rule, 

which replaced the 2015 Clean Power Plan as the regulation of emissions from the US 

power sector, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) found that baseline 

emissions in 2030 would be lower than the targets it had initially set forth in 2015.14 In 

the multistate Cross State Air Pollution Rule market, seasonal nitrogen oxide 

allowances were trading at about $185 per ton in the fall of 2018, in contrast to EPA’s 

2016 a priori estimate of $1,400 for the marginal cost of emissions reductions.15 

Existing programs have increasingly incorporated suggestions from the economics 

literature on cost management. All the North American carbon markets have 

introduced price floors, meaning that no allowances sell in the auction below the 

reserve price, thereby constraining the supply and supporting the market price. Price 

ceilings, or cost containment reserves (CCRs), to date are “soft,” meaning that a 

limited number of additional allowances are available at specified prices, although 

California has amended its program to include a hard price ceiling beginning in 2021. 

 

13 In several RGGI states, allowance revenue has been used to support energy efficiency 
programs, thereby helping to amplify this outcome. 

14 See https://www3.epa.gov/ttnecas1/docs/ria/utilities_ria_final-clean-power-plan-existing-
units_2015-08.pdf and https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-
08/documents/utilities_ria_proposed_ace_2018-08.pdf. 

15 See https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/ecas/docs/ria/transport_ria_final-csapr-update_2016-
09.pdf. 

https://www3.epa.gov/ttnecas1/docs/ria/utilities_ria_final-clean-power-plan-existing-units_2015-08.pdf
https://www3.epa.gov/ttnecas1/docs/ria/utilities_ria_final-clean-power-plan-existing-units_2015-08.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-08/documents/utilities_ria_proposed_ace_2018-08.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-08/documents/utilities_ria_proposed_ace_2018-08.pdf
https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/ecas/docs/ria/transport_ria_final-csapr-update_2016-09.pdf
https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/ecas/docs/ria/transport_ria_final-csapr-update_2016-09.pdf
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Nonetheless, in the price range between the reserve price floor and cost containment 

ceiling, quantity is unchanged when demand for emissions allowance changes, at least 

within the given compliance period.  

Panel A in Figure 1 illustrates the dilemma when low allowance demand reduces the 

allowance price without affecting the number of allowances sold and, therefore, 

emissions. Additional actions to reduce emissions may be taken by states and cities 

(or by companies, institutions, or individuals) in a regional emissions market. For 

instance, some member states in Europe and states and provinces in North America 

have statutory or regulatory goals that exceed the ambition of the broader regional 

programs. Their additional efforts, which show up as a reduction in the demand for 

emissions allowances, yield lower allowance prices but no additional emissions 

reductions in the short run. This phenomenon is labeled the “waterbed effect” because 

reducing emissions in one place simply makes available allowances to emit CO2 in 

another place. Moreover, the waterbed effect undermines the cooperative signaling 

that is intrinsic to the Paris Accord. 

A price-responsive supply schedule would share the effect of low demand between 

reduced price and emissions. To accomplish this outcome, the supply schedule could 

apply price step(s) to specified quantities of allowances that could coexist with the 

price floor, below which no allowances would sell in the auction. There could be 

multiple price steps associated with specified quantities, forming a discrete price 

schedule above the price floor, or a continuous schedule (a ramp). 

Panel B illustrates a supply schedule with a single step below the anticipated 

equilibrium price. If the demand for emissions allowances and the equilibrium price fell 

to or below the price step, the number of allowances entering the market would be 

reduced, supporting the allowance price. As illustrated, the equilibrium allowance price 

would settle on the price step, at a level indicated by the ECR label. If demand were 

even less, the equilibrium price could fall below the ECR step level.  

A supply schedule with multiple price steps could be implemented with specified 

prices and quantities of allowances associated with each price step (Panel C). If 

demand fell sufficiently, the equilibrium price in the market could fall below the highest 

price step to the second one, or potentially fall even further. One of the characteristics 

of a multistep schedule is that the probability that any one step would ultimately 

determine the allowance price is less than under a single-step schedule. A continuous 

supply schedule would make supply even more responsive to incremental changes in 

allowance demand. 
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Figure 1. Price-Responsive Supply Schedules in Emissions Markets 

Panel A illustrates a price floor and cost containment reserve (CCR). Low demand for allowances yields a 
lower auction price but no change in emissions. Panel B illustrates a one-step emissions containment 
reserve, and Panel C illustrates a multiple-step emissions containment reserve. Low demand for allowances 
leads to reduced prices and emissions. 

3.2. Efficiency of Price-Responsive Supply 

A price-responsive supply schedule improves efficiency when marginal abatement 

costs are uncertain compared with inelastic supply (a cap). In the Weitzman (1974) 

framework, a price-responsive supply curve that is aligned with estimates of the 

marginal damage curve will always offer an efficiency advantage over either a price 

(tax) or a quantity (cap) instrument. 

In this section, we show that, in the same context as Weitzman, a price-responsive 

supply implemented through an allowance auction reduces deadweight loss due to 

mistakes in estimating marginal abatement costs compared with fixed-price or 

quantity instruments and eliminates the deadweight loss altogether when marginal 

damages are known with certainty. Thus, it outperforms both a fixed-price and a 

quantity instrument in all but degenerate cases. Even in cases where the policymaker 

is constrained away from using the best estimate of the marginal damage schedule, as 

in Pizer and Prest (2020), price-responsive supply outperforms Pigouvian taxes. 

Furthermore, the price-responsive supply mechanism, which is administratively 

straightforward to implement, provides policymakers with more information about true 

marginal abatement costs than does a price instrument. 

Theorem 1: Where marginal abatement costs are uncertain, price-responsive supply 

policy is superior to a Pigouvian tax or a fixed quantity instrument. 

Weitzman (1974) showed that when the marginal cost (MC) of abatement is 
uncertain, both a fixed price and a fixed quantity result in deadweight loss. 
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The magnitude of loss from each instrument depends on the relative slopes 
of the MC and marginal damage (MD) functions. With standard assumptions 
about the MC and MD functions, we show that price-responsive supply 
reduces the loss due to uncertainty over marginal abatement costs.  
 
A price-responsive supply policy can be implemented using an auction, 
where the price and quantity are determined simultaneously (Montero 
2008). In this auction, quantity is not fixed in advance. Rather, the available 
price and quantity pairs are determined by the auctioneer’s (policymaker’s) 
best estimate of the marginal damage function. The auction selects a price-
quantity pair such that the supply of allowances equals the demand and 
price equals expected marginal damages at the given quantity. 

Proof: The price-responsive supply auction selects price and quantity pair, 

{ 𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞 } such that 

1. 𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠 = 𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 = 𝑞𝑞 

2. 𝑝𝑝 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞) 

If the auction is designed so that bidders bid their marginal costs honestly,16 then the 

auction price and quantity pair will satisfy 

𝑝𝑝 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞,𝜃𝜃) 

Where 𝜃𝜃 represents random factors affecting marginal abatement cost known to the 

firm but not the policymaker-auctioneer. It follows immediately that p and q are 

optimal, since 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞) = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞,𝜃𝜃) for any value of 𝜃𝜃. 

We have shown that price-responsive supply is strictly better than either a fixed 

Pigouvian tax or a fixed cap.17 Figure 2 makes clear why this is the case. In Panel A, 

actual MC can be higher or lower than the estimated value that is used for setting the 

tax or cap. The shaded areas show the deadweight loss from mistakes in estimating 

MC. In Panel B, the setting of price and quantity through an auction forces the price 

 
16 Montero (2008) describes a Vickrey-Clark-Groves mechanism for ensuring honest 
bidding. In an empirical investigation of the Montero mechanism, Requate et al. (2019) show 
that for competitive auctions, little efficiency is lost by using a simple uniform price auction. 
Khezr and MacKenzie (2018a) also discuss administratively manageable ways of 
implementing the Montero auction design. 

17 We have shown this for the case where the policymaker is using a known MD curve. It 
follows for uncertain marginal damages so long as the policymaker bases policy on the 
expected MD curve. 
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and quantity pair to be on the expected MD curve. This approach eliminates the loss 

from misestimating MC. As we will show shortly, auctioning in a way that makes the 

allowance supply responsive to the auction closing price is not at all far-fetched. In 

fact, an auction reserve price is a long-used tool for doing just that in carbon markets 

and elsewhere. RGGI has implemented a price-responsive supply auction (beyond 

having a reserve price) for use in its quarterly allowance auctions starting in 2021. 

Figure 2. Efficiency Advantage of Price-Responsive Supply 

But what if one allows for policy updating? Does the advantage of price-responsive 

supply still hold? Pizer and Prest (2020) investigate the relative merits of traditional 

price and quantity mechanisms in a model where the policymaker can update the 

initial price or cap for Period 2 after observing the outcome of the policy set in Period 1. 

In their model, the policymaker observes the expected marginal benefits of emissions 

reductions when setting Period 1 policy, and a noisy signal of the true marginal 

benefits when setting Period 2 policy. Policymakers also face a constraint that causes 

them to use a marginal damage function biased away from the expected marginal 

damages in the second period. They show that this leads to cases where a tax 

instrument is clearly preferred to a quantity instrument. In their model, the information 

aggregation function of markets can go astray because of perverse policy outcomes in 

the second period. 

Theorem 2: In the Pizer and Prest two-period case where the policymaker uses a 

biased (shifted) estimate of the marginal damage function for policy updating in the 

second period, price-responsive supply is always better than a Pigouvian tax. 

Proof: Using the familiar setup from Weitzman where costs and benefits (in terms of 

emissions abatement rather than emissions) take the following forms: 

𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞,𝜃𝜃) =  𝑐𝑐0 + (𝑐𝑐1 + 𝜃𝜃)(𝑞𝑞 −  𝑞𝑞�) +  𝑐𝑐2
2

(𝑞𝑞 −  𝑞𝑞�)2 (1)
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𝐵𝐵(𝑞𝑞, 𝜂𝜂) =  𝑏𝑏0 + (𝑏𝑏1 + 𝜂𝜂)(𝑞𝑞 −  𝑞𝑞�)−  𝑏𝑏2
2

(𝑞𝑞 −  𝑞𝑞�)2 (2) 

where 𝜂𝜂 is uncertainty over damages, and 𝜃𝜃 represents uncertainty over costs, we 

know that it is optimal to set E[𝑀𝑀𝐵𝐵(𝑞𝑞, 𝜂𝜂)] = E[𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞,𝜃𝜃)]. But in the Pizer and Prest 

case, the policymaker is constrained to using a biased marginal benefit measure in the 

second period:  

𝑀𝑀𝐵𝐵(𝑞𝑞, 𝜂𝜂) +  𝜖𝜖     

where 𝜖𝜖 is a measure of policy bias in Period 2. Pizer and Prest compare a Pigouvian 

tax with a cap. We replace their traditional quantity cap by a price-responsive auction 

in both periods. In the first period, the auction is settled according to the expected 

marginal benefit curve: 

𝑝𝑝1𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑏𝑏1 + 𝑏𝑏2 ∗ 𝑞𝑞1𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 

In the second period, having observed 𝜂𝜂, we auction along the biased marginal 

damage function used by the policymaker: 

𝑝𝑝2𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑏𝑏1 +  𝑏𝑏2 ∗ 𝑞𝑞2𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝜂𝜂 + 𝜖𝜖 

The price-responsive supply auction will be preferred whenever18 

−𝑏𝑏22𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃
2 

2𝑐𝑐22(𝑏𝑏2+𝑐𝑐2)
 < 0 

Since this is always true, then the price-responsive supply auction, even along the 

biased marginal damage function, is always preferred to updating a Pigouvian tax 

using the same biased marginal damage function.19 So, a price-responsive auction 

outperforms a Pigouvian tax in all cases of policy updating studied by Pizer and Prest. 

3.3. Dynamic Process in Carbon Markets 

Existing carbon markets do not set emissions caps that equate expected marginal 

benefits with marginal costs. Although emissions targets typically fall over time, 

carbon caps are constrained away from the efficient pathway and outcome by political 

and economic factors. Carbon markets operate in a changing and uncertain 

environment driven to a substantial degree by companion regulations at various levels 

 
18 Demonstration of this result is available from the authors. 

19 The second-period result is the same for both policies. The superiority of the auction 
comes exclusively from the improvement in the first-period outcome. 
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of government that direct technological change or that address complementary 

environmental goals, such as air quality, and that overwhelmingly have tended to 

suppress allowance prices. Policymakers seeking to achieve emissions reduction goals 

use companion policies to put a finger on the scale in favor of lowering emissions. 

Because of the waterbed effect, these programs erode the price signal from the carbon 

market unless there is an explicit adjustment in the market to accommodate 

exogenous factors. 

Existing programs typically have a declining cap that automatically adjusts stringency 

over time to changes in the anticipated marginal costs influenced by technological 

change and companion policies. To strengthen the influence of a price signal and 

increase regulatory stringency, carbon markets often apply administrative 

(discretionary) adjustments to the cap during periodic program reviews. Between 

reviews, however, the lag in regulatory response to the occurrence of low prices 

perpetuates the waterbed effect. This regulatory lag undermines confidence in the 

market, which fuels advocacy for additional sector-specific policies aiming to achieve a 

more ambitious goal, pushing down allowance prices even further and aggravating a 

vicious cycle by further reducing the influence of prices in achieving the environmental 

goal.  

A price-responsive allowance supply provides a rule-based approach to adjusting 

stringency in the compliance period, and depending on the disposition of allowances 

that are not sold, it adjusts cumulative stringency over time. Periodic program reviews 

remain essential because even the price-responsive supply schedule may need 

updating, but price-responsive supply reduces the magnitude of adjustment that may 

be required. A rule-based approach continuously responds to new information about 

allowance demand and marginal costs that is revealed in the allowance price, thereby 

eliminating regulatory lag within compliance periods and boosting confidence in the 

market. In contrast, observed quantities in response to an emissions tax do not serve 

the same information aggregation function. Dynamic tax adjustments must be 

retroactive, whereas markets provide price information immediately and are forward 

looking.  

Price-responsive supply carries with it an information advantage over a standard price 

instrument, even if the price instrument also automatically adjusts in response to 

observed quantities. This advantage has practical importance: policymakers will need 

to adjust tax rates to take account of new information about the true costs of 

abatement. Price-responsive supply lowers policy adjustment costs relative to a tax 

instrument. 
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If the policymaker sets a Pigouvian tax, we expect that firms will abate up to the point 

where 𝑝𝑝 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞,𝜃𝜃), where firms know their 𝜃𝜃 but the policymaker does not. So, we 

observe a price and quantity pair on the MC curve but away from the optimal level 

because it is not constrained to be on the expected MD curve. This signal may not give 

us much information about the value of MC at the optimal quantity. On the other hand, 

with price-responsive supply, the policymaker observes the price quantity pair at a 

point on the expected MD curve, offering an advantage in estimating the actual MC at 

policy-relevant points. This advantage may be even greater in a dynamic context 

where, as we might expect, the MC curve is shifting over time, as are many other 

factors affecting firms’ choices about emissions levels. 

We use Weitzman’s model of costs and benefits, summarized earlier, to show that 

price-responsive supply provides extra information to policymakers not available with 

a tax instrument.  

The key assumption here is that emitters know their marginal abatement costs better 

than the policymaker does. With a price policy, the policymaker chooses �̂�𝑝 such that 

�̂�𝑝  =  𝐸𝐸[𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞, θ)] = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞�) 

We note that this price-quantity pair will not be at the socially optimal point for any 

θ ≠ 0. The firm observes θ, and sets its q such that 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞�, θ) = �̂�𝑝 

The policymaker can only observe q� as a function of both �̂�𝑝 and θ: 

𝑞𝑞� = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−1(�̂�𝑝,θ) 

and cannot observe MC where 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =  𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀. The observed 𝑞𝑞� allows only a noisy 

estimate of MC at the optimal point.  

With a price-responsive auction, the auction induces emitters to reveal their marginal 

costs at the point on the MC schedule where 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀. The policymaker directly 

observes 𝑝𝑝 and q in the auction. The auction is constructed such that the price is 

equal to emitter’s true MC:  

𝑝𝑝 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(θ)  𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 θ is known to the emitter 

Hence, the policymaker can solve for θ, which is the difference between the actual and 

the estimated marginal cost at the point where MC = MD. 
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This new information on marginal cost can help inform the dynamic incremental policy 

process illustrated in Figure 3, where Panel A shows an inefficient policy equilibrium at 

the intersection of expected marginal cost (E[MC]) and the allowance cap. The 

efficient equilibrium lies up and to the left at the intersection of E[MC] and the 

marginal damage curve (MD). Factors exogenous to the market tend to reduce 

marginal cost. These factors likely include a suite of companion policies to supplement 

the cap with a goal of pushing marginal abatement costs down over time. If the cap 

does not adjust, the companion policies have no effect on emissions in the short run, 

and the policy equilibrium (at the intersection of Low MC and the cap) is driven further 

away from the new efficient equilibrium (at the intersection of Low MC and MD). The 

price-responsive supply curve (solid price staircase) closes the gap with the new 

efficient equilibrium, reducing the necessary administrative adjustments in the 

program going forward and demonstrating the feasibility of meeting a lower emissions 

target. Panel B illustrates a compilation of exogenous shocks, automatic adjustments 

to allowance supply, and associated administrative adjustments to the path. A price-

responsive supply ratchets this advantageous trend to accelerate emissions 

reductions within compliance periods and enables faster transitions to a lower 

adjusted emissions path going forward through administrative adjustments. 
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Figure 3. Price-Responsive Supply and Market Dynamics with Exogenous 
Cost Shocks 

Panel A: The cap identifies inefficient equilibrium at expected marginal cost (E[MC]) that is below the 
efficient level where marginal damage (MD) equals E[MC]. Low marginal cost (MC) leads to new equilibria 
under the cap and price-responsive supply and a different efficient outcome. Panel B: Price-responsive 
supply captures short-run emissions reductions that enable administrative adjustments to the long-run 
politically feasible path. 

Price-responsive supply contributes to the general phenomenon of a sequential policy 

process that can incrementally resolve barriers to stringency and first-best carbon 

pricing by, for example, driving down technological costs or building coalitions that 

advocate for more effective policy (Meckling et al. 2017; Pahle et al. 2018). Although 

punctuated equilibria are sometimes observed, the more common pathway for 

achieving technological transformation is a set of incremental steps that are self-

reinforcing, cumulating toward large-scale change (Pierson 2000; Arthur 1994; Alic et 

al. 2003).  
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4. Building Price-Responsive 
Allowance Supply  

4.1. Model Illustration in the US Electricity Sector 

To develop intuition about price-responsive supply in a carbon market, we explore 

alternative approaches in simulations using a detailed dynamic linear programming 

model of the US electricity sector. The model solves for investment and retirement of 

generation capacity over a 23-year horizon, with annual operation of the electricity 

system represented in four time blocks in each of three seasons. Electricity market 

equilibria are solved at the state level, allowing state-level representations of 

environmental policies and regulatory practice, with interstate transmission capability 

calibrated to observed transactions. We focus on 2026, a year sufficiently in the future 

to accommodate comprehensive carbon pricing in the electricity sector.20 Two main 

design features characterize the allowance supply schedule: the slope of the schedule, 

and if it has discrete steps, then the number of steps.21 

We begin by exploring carbon market outcomes with a fixed national CO2 emissions 

cap of 821 million short tons, which is achieved at a price of $20/ton under our baseline 

assumptions.22 The allowance price obtained in the carbon market depends on 

electricity market fundamentals, including the level of electricity demand, natural gas 

prices, and the costs of renewable energy.23 In scenario analysis we vary these aspects 

of the electricity market and calculate the influence on the carbon market.24 With 

 
20 To facilitate comparison with an emissions tax, the model does not allow intertemporal 
banking of emissions allowances. We incorporate allowance banking in regional analysis, 
below. 

21 We assume throughout this paper that steps along a supply schedule are of even height 
and evenly spaced. An additional feature is how the steps adjust over years, which influences 
investment. We assume the price steps increase by 5 percent per year (real dollars). 

22 All emissions values are reported in short tons. The Energy Information Administration 
(EIA 2020b), in a side case to the 2020 Annual Energy Outlook, investigates the effects of a 
series of economy-wide carbon pricing scenarios beginning in 2021 (and growing over time). 
It finds that a carbon price below what we model here yields a similar level of aggregate CO2 
emissions from the electricity sector in 2026. 

23 In its 2020 Annual Energy Outlook, EIA (2020a) shows that low costs for renewables 
reduce fossil generation by roughly 10 percent in 2030, with a commensurate effect on 
emissions from electricity. 

24 These scenarios are (1) +/– 20 percent change in natural gas fuel cost; (2) +/– 4 percent 
annual change (cumulating over time) in renewable cost; and (3) +/– 1 percent annual change 
in electricity demand (cumulating over time).  
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inelastic allowance supply (a cap), changes in the derived demand for allowances map 

entirely into changes in the price of allowances. Low electricity demand results in a 

decline in the allowance price to $16.10. Low renewable costs yield an allowance price 

of $10.47, and high natural gas prices yield a price of $14.46. (Allowance prices fall with 

higher natural gas prices because in this neighborhood of carbon prices, the main 

margin for achieving incremental emissions reductions is between gas and 

renewables.) If all three of these outcomes occur simultaneously, we observe a price of 

$7.20 in the allowance market. 

Because the quantity of emissions is fixed, the changes in price proportionately reduce 

revenues. Total allowance revenues fall from $16.41 billion in the reference case to 

$5.91 billion when all three outcomes occur simultaneously. 

Converse results obtain if allowance demand is greater than in the reference case with 

a fixed cap. High electricity demand results in a price of $22.25, high renewable costs 

yield $31.87, and low natural gas prices yield $26.19. If all three of these outcomes 

occur simultaneously, we observe a price of $44.57 in the carbon market. In these 

scenarios, when demand for allowances increases, revenue increases from $16.41 

billion to $66.20 billion when all three outcomes occur simultaneously. Below, we 

concentrate on cases when allowance demand falls—the dominant observed 

phenomenon in environmental markets, as discussed in the introduction. 

The effect on revenues is less under a carbon tax than under an emissions cap in the 

implicit allowance demand sensitivities. Setting the CO2 tax equal to $20, the price 

observed in the carbon market, we find that low electricity demand reduces emissions 

from 821 million tons to 743 million. The low renewable costs result in emissions of 554 

million tons, and high natural gas costs result in emissions of 637 million tons. All three 

changes together result in emissions of 447 million tons. In this case, revenues from 

the carbon price fall in proportion to the change in emissions, from $16.41 billion in the 

reference case to $8.93 billion when all three changes occur simultaneously. 

We explore outcomes with price-responsive supply, beginning with three continuously 

differentiable linear allowance supply schedules (ramps) with slopes of 0.8, 0.1, and 

0.0125, along with the four downward-sloping allowance demand curves. Figure 4 

shows the southeast quadrant of a larger graph of potential equilibria and illustrates 

the region where demand for allowances falls relative to the reference case because of 

outcomes in the electricity market. Among the equilibria illustrated along each demand 

curve, revenue is greater on the flatter allowance supply curves than on the steeper 
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ones, although not as great as under the carbon tax.25 In general, whether revenues are 

best preserved under a quantity or a price constraint depends entirely on the price 

elasticity of demand in the allowance market. In the reference case we calculate a 

demand elasticity of –0.6, and at every allowance market equilibrium over the range of 

carbon market outcomes we examine in the model, we find allowance demand to be 

inelastic. Hence, the carbon tax would be the preferred instrument if the primary goal 

of the regulator were to preserve revenue, given uncertainties; however, revenue 

stability is not the primary goal of emissions reduction policy but instead is one of 

many criteria shaping program design. Other things constant, as illustrated in Figure 4, 

if demand for allowances falls, revenue will be more stable the flatter is the supply 

schedule. 

Figure 4. Price-Responsive Supply and Electricity Sector Carbon Market Equilibrium 

The second design feature we investigate with the model is the number of steps, such 

as price steps under an ECR or CCR, that might be built into an allowance supply 

curve. To enable comparability of price steps with a price ramp, we construct a step 

function supply curve along the continuous supply schedule with a slope of 0.1, the 

middle case illustrated in Figure 4, until it reaches a price floor of $9.50. We imagine a 

distribution of potential realizations of allowance demand ranging from the expected 

value in the reference case—leading to an equilibrium price of $20/ton and emissions 

of 821 million tons—to where it hits the price floor. We examine a family of 14 

 
25 We assume under every scenario that unsold allowances are permanently canceled and do 
not enter the market at a later date.  
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allowance parallel demand curves evenly spaced over this range; the reference 

demand curve has an elasticity of –0.1 at the $20 allowance price, which establishes its 

slope. 

We compare the straight-line supply schedule with a schedule with a single price step 

and a schedule with three price steps. These steps are evenly spaced and sized. If they 

were illustrated as continuing above the reference point, the reference point would 

bisect a vertical portion of a step. The supply schedules and demand curves are 

illustrated in Panel A of Figure 5.  

Figure 5. Distribution of Demand Curves and Supply Schedule Alternatives 

For any individual realization of demand, auction proceeds could be greater under the 

ramp or one of the two step functions. However, under restrictive but intuitive 

conditions, we show that the greater the number of price steps, the larger will be the 

expected revenue when demand is uncertain over the indicated range of possible 

realizations. We assume a uniform probability distribution of potential demand 

outcomes anchored at the reference case demand and spanning to include a support 

of any size to the southwest, illustrated in Panel A of Figure 5. Panel B shows a rolling 

average of revenue as the support for possible demand realizations expands, 

beginning with the reference case (expected) demand curve and broadening to 

include additional lower demand curves in sequence all the way down to where 

demand intercepts the price floor. At every point, the continuous ramp has the 

greatest average revenue, at some points matched by one of the step function supply 

curves. The important difference in this example is that revenue under any of the 
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illustrated price-responsive supply schedules is substantially greater than under the 

emissions cap, except in the reference case. If the support of the distribution of 

demand curves, or if the distribution of demand curves is unimodal around the 

expected curve, a greater number of steps in the supply schedule will make a more 

important difference. In summary, for any given supply schedule with a given slope, 

revenue will be best preserved the greater the number of steps. 

4.2. Design Guidance 

Concerns that have been prominent in existing markets provide criteria for designing 

price-responsive supply.  

4.2.1. Price Variability 

Price movement is essential to the efficiency of markets because prices provide a 

signal to the economy about resource allocation. However, even where price 

movement contributes to social efficiency, it raises costs and complicates 

decisionmaking for compliance entities. High price variability may undermine 

confidence in the market and threaten the durability of the program. A fixed supply of 

emissions allowances translates all changes in market fundamentals or expectations 

into price movements, yielding high price variability. Compliance entities can use 

banking across time to smooth their compliance costs, but as our laboratory 

experiments show, people use banking imperfectly. Other things being equal, 

policymakers would prefer a design that lessens price variability. Of course, an 

emissions tax would eliminate price volatility at the expense of greater volatility in 

emissions. However, policymakers typically identify the environmental goal as more 

salient than a tax, use a quantity instrument to achieve that goal, and seek to design a 

program to achieve that goal while minimizing price volatility. A price-responsive 

supply schedule assists in this regard. The lower the slope of the schedule, the less the 

difference in price across a set of uncertain potential demand schedules.  

4.2.2. Revenue Variability 

Variability of prices implies variability in allowance auction revenues, which is a 

concern to policymakers because every existing carbon pricing program uses portions 

of the revenues to accelerate emissions reductions (Löfgren et al. 2018) and to support 

equity objectives that will strengthen the program over time (Burtraw and Sekar 2014). 

Revenue variability undermines planning to achieve these goals and has led critics to 

challenge carbon pricing. 
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In a market with relatively inelastic demand, revenue will be less sensitive to a shift in 

demand the more elastic is supply (the lower its slope). Indeed, revenue will be most 

stable if the price is fixed (tax). In contrast, if demand is elastic, then revenue will be 

least sensitive under a fixed supply quantity (cap). Revenue will be maximized along a 

demand curve at a point with (negative) unitary elasticity. If demand has an elasticity 

of –1 at an initial equilibrium, then if demand falls, the change in revenue will be 

minimized if the slope of the supply schedule is the negative inverse of the slope of the 

demand curve, since this yields a set of equilibria that maintain unitary elasticity of 

allowance demand.  

In the electricity sector, the demand for emissions allowances is generally inelastic, 

and consequently revenue will be closer to expected revenue if alternative realizations 

of uncertain future demand result in relatively greater changes in the quantity of 

emissions and smaller changes in the price. This argues for a supply schedule that has 

a relatively flat slope. For a supply schedule with a given average slope, the greater the 

number of steps, the greater the resilience of allowance revenue to potential changes 

in allowance demand. 

4.2.3. Size of the Bank 

A practical consideration in the EU and North American trading programs has been 

the accumulation of a large bank of allowances. Banking behavior is rational in a model 

that anticipates growing stringency in the future; however, the existence of large 

banks coupled with low allowance prices has sparked administrative interventions that 

create regulatory risk and uncertainty about the durability of the programs (Hepburn 

et al. 2016). After two adjustments to allowance supply in the RGGI program motivated 

by low prices and a large allowance bank, regulators adopted the ECR as a price-

responsive supply schedule. Regulators anticipated that by reducing supply when 

prices were low, the ECR might proactively reduce the accumulation of large private 

banks, lessening the need for ex post administrative adjustments to allowance supply 

during subsequent program reviews. In the next sections we explore this conjecture in 

simulation modeling and the laboratory setting. We find in detailed simulation 

modeling that a reduction in the size of the bank with the introduction of the ECR in 

RGGI is not guaranteed, and the outcome depends on the time structure of potential 

unanticipated demand outcomes and foresight in the model. However, in laboratory 

experiments we find the conjecture to be valid, and a price-responsive supply schedule 

reduces the size of the bank that accumulates over periods. 
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5. Price-Responsive Allowance Supply 
in the RGGI Program 

RGGI planners made the first adjustment to the conventional (Weitzman) model of a 

fixed (vertical) supply of emissions allowances with the introduction of a reserve price 

in their allowance auction. To avoid the low prices that characterized the early periods 

of the EU ETS, RGGI decided to auction almost all the emissions allowances with an 

auction reserve price to help support program-based emissions reductions in the face 

of lower-than-expected costs. Figure 6 shows the clearing price for the first 48 

allowance auctions, including two that occurred just prior to the cap’s coming into 

effect in 2009, plotted on top of the quarterly CO2 emissions outcomes in the RGGI 

states. The graph reveals that after 7 initial auctions with prices above the floor, 11 

consecutive auctions cleared at the floor price and not all available allowances were 

sold before they started heading upward in 2013. Responding to low prices in its first 

program review, RGGI in 2012 reduced the emissions cap, retired allowances that were 

not sold in previous auctions, and introduced a cost containment reserve to guard 

against price spikes.26 Clearing prices rose high enough to trigger the cost 

containment reserve in 2014 and 2015 before falling in 2016. Thus, both the price floor 

and the price ceiling have been called into action during the first 11 years of the 

program. 

  

 
26 In 2017, the RGGI auction minimum reserve price was set at $2.15 per ton, and it is 
scheduled to rise at 2.5 percent per year. The cost containment reserve was set to introduce 
10 million additional tons at a price of $10 per ton in 2017 and also is scheduled to rise by 2.5 
percent per year. As a result of the 2016 program review, beginning in 2021 the cost 
containment reserve will be set at 10 percent of the emissions cap level (roughly 7.5 million 
tons in 2021 and declining by 227.5 thousand tons per year thereafter). Releases from this 
cost containment reserve will be triggered at an initial price level of $13 per ton in 2021, which 
will grow at 7 percent per year. 
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Figure 6. Allowance Prices in RGGI, 2008–2022 

The performance of the RGGI program has unfolded in the face of substantial 

uncertainty. The expansion of natural gas supply over the past decade has reduced 

coal-fired generation and lowered demand for CO2 emissions allowances. The 

economic recession in 2008–2009 reduced demand for electricity; emissions fell 

accordingly, and electricity demand remained low as the economy recovered. Low 

wholesale electricity prices reduced the profitability of the existing nuclear fleet. 

Uncertainty about closure dates of certain large nuclear plants in the region affected 

the anticipated contribution of this nonemitting source to the generation mix. State 

and federal policies and programs to support renewable technologies put downward 

pressure on emissions allowance prices, as did programs to promote energy efficiency 

in buildings. Uncertainty about future CO2 emissions regulations, particularly at the 

federal level, also affected the demand for allowances. 

In its 2016 program review (completed in 2017), RGGI made additional program 

changes to address the persistently low allowance prices that had contributed to a 

large bank of unused allowances in the market. In addition to again lowering its cap, 

RGGI also adopted the ECR to provide additional price responsiveness in the 

allowance supply curve, taking effect in 2021.27 RGGI decided to introduce an 

 
27 The model rule update adjusts the size and structure of the cap and apportionment to 
states, adjusts the cost containment reserve, and introduces an emissions containment 
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additional single step to the allowance supply schedule at a price level below the value 

predicted by modeling. It will withhold up to 10 percent of the allowances from the 

market and permanently retire them if the auction price falls to or below a trigger price 

of $6.00 in 2021, with that price rising by 7 percent per year. 

5.1. Modeling RGGI 

We use the RGGI program as a laboratory to study the effects of a price-responsive 

supply curve, focusing on the empirically relevant prospect of a decline in allowance 

prices. The RGGI program is represented in the Haiku electricity market model (Paul et 

al. 2009), which has been used in numerous analyses of economic proposals and 

regulatory policies (e.g., Mignone et al. 2012). The model provides a partial-equilibrium 

economic representation of investments and retirement of generation resources in 26 

regions in the 48 contiguous US states linked by transmission capacity, and operation 

of the electricity system over three seasons and four times of day through 2035, with 

perfect foresight throughout the simulation horizon. Haiku differs from the linear 

program described in Section 4 in several ways. The model assumes emissions 

allowances are fully bankable.28 Allowance auction revenue is endogenously allocated 

in the model in accord with actual practice, with the largest share going to energy 

efficiency, which endogenously affects electricity demand in a temporally consistent, 

partial adjustment framework. Fuel supply and electricity demand respond to 

equilibrium prices. In analysis on behalf of RGGI, the model was calibrated to the 2016 

Annual Energy Outlook projections of electricity demand, retail prices, and gas-fired 

generation. 

RGGI’s program review, completed in December 2017, was based primarily on modeling 

exercises using ICF’s Integrated Planning Model (IPM), incorporating allowance supply 

schedules with a price floor and CCR to be implemented in 2021.29 That reference 

case assumed an annual reduction in the emissions cap equal to 3.5 percent of the 

2020 cap, or 2,736,132 million tons each year between 2021 and 2030, but without the 

ECR.30 The path of allowance prices anticipated by the IPM simulations rose from $7 

to $9 between 2020 and 2026. 

 
reserve. See https://rggi.org/docs/ProgramReview/2017/12-19-
17/Summary_Model_Rule_Updates.pdf. 

28 The effect of banking on the allowance price is enforced through a constraint that 
requires the allowance price to rise over time at the rate of interest as long as there are 
allowances in the bank. 

29 http://www.rggi.org/design/2016-program-review/rggi-meetings.  

30 This schedule is based on the 2020 cap before an adjustment that was approved in 2012 
to account for the large privately held bank of emissions allowances. That adjustment 

http://www.rggi.org/design/2016-program-review/rggi-meetings
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We used Haiku to provide complementary modeling for RGGI. Our base case 

assumptions and cost profile were comparable to the IPM reference case assumptions 

as of November 2016, achieving a comparable emissions allowance price in 2020 of 

$8.10 per ton rising by 5 percent per year over the subsequent decade. We assumed 

the allowance bank would be exhausted in 2030, and when the ECR was modeled, 

allowances not sold because of the implementation of the ECR would be retired. 

5.2. Unanticipated Outcomes in the RGGI 
Electricity Market 

In an April 2017 update to its modeling for RGGI, IPM’s projected allowance price fell to 

near the auction price floor in 2020, remaining just above $2 for the subsequent 

decade. These changes resulted from changes in natural gas price forecasts, updated 

projections for electricity demand and the cost and performance of renewables, as well 

as anticipation of additional renewable imports from Canada. In just six months, 

unanticipated changes in market factors had already strongly influenced the expected 

price of emissions allowances.  

To inform RGGI about the potential performance of an ECR, we used Haiku to explore 

the influence of secular factors (electricity demand, natural gas price), policy factors 

(energy efficiency investment, renewable policy), and resource factors (hydro imports, 

nuclear retirements) (Burtraw et al. 2017). Table 1 shows results for 2020 under the 

reference case with expected allowance demand, under the influence of all of these six 

factors that lower allowance demand without an ECR, and with three ECR design 

alternatives.31 

The reference case allowance price forecast of $8.20 falls to $4 under low allowance 

demand without an ECR. The lower allowance price makes room for more emissions-

intensive generation under the cap, yielding a greater role for coal and contributing to 

a 29 percent increase in sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions, even as nonemitting 

generation also increases because of assumptions about increased state-level support 

for renewables and greater hydro imports. With no ECR, the same number of 

 
reduced the cap from 2016 through 2020, culminating in a 28 percent reduction in 2020 from 
78,175,215 tons to 56,283,807 million tons. In addition, a bank of state-held allowances that 
did not sell when prices were at the price floor was permanently retired. 

31 Unlike the modeling for the national electricity sector, described in the previous section, 
where the stepwise and ramp ECR shared the same slope, these three ECR designs, with 
different average slopes, were developed based on input from an advisory group and 
discussion with state staff. Hence the results are idiosyncratic but nonetheless illustrate the 
performance of various approaches to design. 
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allowances is issued as under the reference case, but the reduction in emissions from 

covered sources in 2020 leads to more intertemporal banking. The lower allowance 

price leads to a reduction in the allowance auction revenue (“Allowance value” in Table 

1) of more than 50 percent, implying a decline in funding of various program-related 

activities, including support for energy efficiency. 

Table 1. RGGI Model Results under Three ECR Designs 

3.5% Annual 
Cap Reduction 

2020 Results 
(2011 Dollars) 

 

Reference 
Case 

Low Allowance Demand  
(All Policy, Resource, and Secular Outcomes) 

No ECR No ECR 
One-Step 
ECR (10 
Mtons) 

Three-
Step 
ECR (15 
Mtons) 

Ramp 
ECR 
(17.5 
Mtons) 

Retail 
Electricity 
Price ($/MWh) 

143 140 141 141 141 

Fossil 
Generation 
(TWh) 

143.5 112.1 101.7 107.6 106.4 

Nonemitting 
Generation 
(TWh) 

152.6 160.3 166.4 162.6 163.3 

Allowance 
Price ($/ton 
CO2) 

8.2 4.0 5.3 5.0 5.0 

RGGI-Covered 
Emissions 
(Mtons) 

72.3 70.1 62.5 66.6 65.8 

SO2 Emissions 
(Mtons) 

10.4 13.4 11.8 12.8 12.7 

Allowance 
Value (M$) 

463 226 246 253 250 

Incremental 
Leakage 
(Cumulative, 
2020–2030) 

— — 24% 26% 28% 

The one-step ECR applies a minimum (reserve) price of $6.50/ton to 10 million 

allowances (tons) per year beginning in 2020. The allowance price rebounds to $5.30, 

increasing allowance value by 9 percent. Emissions fall, reflecting the contribution of 
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the ECR. Also relevant to the states, SO2 emissions are lower because of reduced coal 

generation.32 

The three-step and ramp ECRs yield intermediate outcomes, boosting the allowance 

price and reducing emissions by less than the one-step ECR, which results in greater 

allowance value. Figure 7 illustrates the allowance market outcomes for the one-step, 

three-step, and ramp ECRs. Each panel displays the reference case’s allowance 

demand and low allowance demand equilibria, described in Table 1, plus an 

intermediate case where only policy and resource factors come into play for 

comparison. 

Figure 7. One-Step, Three-Step, and Ramp ECR Outcomes with Unanticipated 
Demand Changes in RGGI 

By construction, virtually the same outcome is achieved with a ramp as with the other 

two ECR designs under the intermediate scenario; however, the outcome varies under 

low allowance demand, reported in Table 1. Slightly different levels of fossil and 

nonemitting generation result under the ramp, compared with the three-step ECR. The 

ramp achieves almost the same allowance price as the three-step ECR (the difference 

is obscured because of rounding), and consequently, the ramp ECR has similar 

outcomes for emissions and allowance value.  

The effect on the size of the allowance bank is variable, but generally, we observe that 

contrary to the expectations of regulators, the bank increases. This result hinges on 

the structure of shifts in allowance demand. For example, the secular reduction in 

electricity demand represented compounds over the decade. In practice, these 

changes may be unanticipated by the regulator, but they are anticipated in the model, 

 
32 We note that the cumulative leakage from 2020 to 2030 reported in Table 1 is less under 
the one-step ECR than under the other scenarios, and the allowance price in 2020 is greater. 
Rounding masks the fact that the electricity price is higher, resulting in slightly less demand, 
which contributes to less leakage. 
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which minimizes the present value of costs under perfect foresight, invoking banking 

behavior in anticipation of future allowance scarcity. One might question whether an 

outcome with perfect foresight would differ from actual behavior. We take up this 

issue in laboratory experiments, discussed below, where the opposite occurs. Notably, 

unlike the simulation scenarios, the laboratory experiments did not have 

autocorrelated downward shocks to demand. 
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6. Exploring the Emissions 
Containment Reserve in a Behavioral 
Context 

If the emissions containment reserve is ever-binding, then its presence implies a 

tighter cap, compared with the same initial cap amount without the ECR, and we would 

expect forward-looking agents to anticipate the tighter cap and bid up the allowance 

price. This higher early price of allowances should persist over time. We should also 

expect to observe lower variability in prices, since the ECR mechanism dampens price 

reductions during slack demand periods. Whether these expectations are realized 

depends on how well agents anticipate the effect of the ECR and on the strategies 

they deploy when there is uncertainty about future payoffs from owning allowances. 

We test these implications of our theoretical reasoning using laboratory experiments. 

Experiments have been used previously to explore the effects of market designs in 

many emissions markets, including RGGI, the SO2 allowance trading program (the Acid 

Rain Program), the eastern US NOx market, the EU ETS, and the California CO2 cap-

and-trade program.33 Although there have been experiments testing the effects of 

reserve prices and price ceilings (Stranlund et al. 2014; Holt and Shobe 2016), there 

have not been tests of how adding an ECR mechanism affects traders’ behavior. In the 

case before us, we are interested in measuring the effect of adding an ECR to a 

simulated market designed to mimic essential features of the current RGGI market. 

We hypothesize that an ECR will raise prices even in periods when it is not binding. 

Because the ECR reduces the expected aggregate allowance stock, this increase in 

price should occur early in our multiperiod sessions and should persist. We also expect 

price variability to be lower because the quantity of allowances available adjusts to 

realized demand. As expected, we find that the presence of the ECR does cause an 

early and persistent increase in allowance price and reduces price variability. We find 

suggestive evidence that reduced variability in prices will lead to reduced variability in 

auction revenues, but the result is not statistically significant. The price-responsive 

supply of allowances also results in a substantially smaller bank, which may be, in part, 

the result of reduced price variability due to the dampening effect of the ECR. 

6.1. The Experiment Setup 

 
33 Laboratory experiments, for example, were a major component of the original 
proposal to set up the RGGI auction-based program (Holt et al. 2007).   
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Results reported here are based on 27 experimental sessions: 9 in each of three 

treatments: no-ECR baseline, single-step ECR, and linear ECR. The laboratory setup 

presents subjects with a simplified version of a generic “permit” market, with a focus 

on essential features that drive traders’ behavior.34 Bidders can acquire allowances 

only in the auction; there is no spot market. The bidders interact through the 

determination of the auction closing price, which in turn determines whether the ECR 

is triggered. Each session includes 12 participants, and each participant controls four 

“capacity units” that produce one unit of output per period. Half of the participants 

operate low-emitting units, which require one permit per unit of output, and half 

operate high-emitting units requiring two permits per unit of output. The price of 

output varies between $30 and $40 per unit produced, each with a probability of 50 

percent. The shocks are uncorrelated. This output price variability induces periods 

with lower and higher values for permits. All sessions have the same random sequence 

of output prices. 

Each session has 30 periods, where a period consists of an auction of the available 

allowances and a production stage, in which subjects choose how many of their 

capacity units to run. The running of capacity units determines the number of permits 

that must be retired for compliance with the permit requirement. Running a unit 

without owning a permit to cover its operations incurs a substantial penalty. 

In each session, the number of allowances sold at auction starts at 66 and declines by 1 

each period to a final value of 37 units. The tightening of the cap gives participants the 

incentive to anticipate future increased scarcity and smooth the availability of 

allowances over time by banking in early periods for use in later periods. Previous 

experiments have shown participants to be adept at smoothing the supply of 

allowances over time, although they do so imperfectly (Holt and Shobe 2016). What 

this implies for our sessions is that the price in early sessions will provide a good signal 

about the long-range tightness of the cap. If there were no smoothing, we would 

expect to see the price rise as the cap falls, but with effective smoothing, the price in 

early periods will be very similar to the price in later periods.35 

Each subject is assigned a random cost of production for each of its capacity units in 

each round. Production costs vary uniformly on [$10, $28] per unit of output for low-

emitting units and on [$1, $28] for high emitters. Each production cost draw is 

 
34 All the language in the experiment setup is context neutral. There is no connection of the 
“permits” in the experiment to emissions markets. 

35 For simplicity, the experiments are structured to have a zero discount rate, which yields a 
flat predicted allowance price trajectory in a model with perfect foresight. This simplification 
does not change the main results. 
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independent and orthogonal to the output price shocks. The random sequences used 

for cost draws are the same across baseline and treatment sessions. The net value of 

permits varies from $19.50 to $6 in high-price periods and from $15.50 to $1 in low-

price periods. 

All sessions have a reserve price of $5. No bids are accepted below that price. All 

sessions also include a cost containment reserve of 10 allowances that will be released 

into the auction only if it would otherwise close at a price above $12. 

To explore the effects of price-responsive supply, we test two ECR designs against a 

baseline treatment that includes a reserve price and a cost containment reserve but 

no ECR. For our ECR treatments, we used two implementations: a single-step and a 

linear ramp. The single-step ECR includes 16 allowances at the $8 step. In contrast, the 

linear ramp ECR declines smoothly from the ECR trigger price to the auction reserve 

price of $5 per ton. All sessions have precisely the same structure except for the 

introduction of an ECR and the way it is implemented. The appendix contains 

instructions that participants received about changes in the supply of permits. The 

only difference in the instructions among the three treatments is on page 3 of the 

instructions.  

The long-run supply (total cap) and demand (based on valuations in all periods) are 

equal at a price of $8. This would be the price if all allowances were used optimally—

that is, if there were perfect smoothing of abatement costs across periods.  

6.2. Results  

For the setup used in the experiment, if one arrays the realized use values for 

allowances as determined by the actual random price draws, the resulting array 

intersects the total cap across all periods at a price of $8. If some allowances will be 

retired by the ECR, then the increased scarcity of allowances would imply a higher 

long-run allowance price than the expected efficient price of $8. If subjects anticipate 

the ECR to be binding in some periods, then they might also expect that the aggregate 

supply of allowances will be reduced.36 Given the ability of market participants to 

anticipate future scarcity, the presence of the ECR—and the likelihood that it will be 

triggered—will reduce the long-term supply of allowances. Thus, the ECR should raise 

prices in initial periods relative to a market without an ECR. Therefore, our hypothesis 

 
36 Salant et al. (2020) describe and test experimentally a storage model with a nonbinding 
price floor. They demonstrate the mechanism that results in even nonbinding price floors’ 
pushing prices upward. 
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is that the price will be above the no-ECR price early on, and we expect it to stay 

above the no-ECR price because of the reduced allowance supply. 

 

Experimental Result #1: Allowance prices are higher in price-responsive 
supply treatments. 

Support: Figure 8 clearly shows a pattern of higher average allowance prices for 

sessions with an ECR than for sessions without an ECR. On average, prices for both 

types of ECR are higher than for the no-ECR case in all periods. The allowance price 

statistical results are presented in Table 2. To avoid endpoint effects, we drop the last 

five observations. Applying the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank sum test, we find that 

the average price of allowances is higher with the ECR than without it. We reject the 

hypothesis of no effect and conclude that both types of ECR tend to result in higher 

prices of allowances.37 

  

 
37 The small difference between the two ECR treatments is not statistically significant. 
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Figure 8. Average Auction Price by Treatment by Round 

Table 2. Effect of ECR on Average Allowance Price 

Treatment Rank-sum p-value 

Step ECR 2.69 0.006 

Linear ECR 2.21 0.026 

Because the quantity of permits is not fixed but rather is immediately responsive to 

demand during the auction, we expected to observe lower price volatility in the ECR 

treatments. 
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Experimental Result #2: Allowance price volatility is lower in price-
responsive supply treatments. 

Support: The lower price volatility can be seen in Figure 8 and is borne out by the 

rank-sum test.38 Table 3 shows the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test statistics for the null 

hypothesis that price variability is equal in the baseline and ECR treatments. We reject 

the null hypothesis of no effect for both ECR treatments. 

Table 3. Price Variability is Lower in ECR Treatments 

Treatment Rank-sum p-value 

Step ECR 1.90 0.063 

Linear ECR 2.21 0.024 

The ECR could also change the incentive to bank allowances for the future. In theory, 

early banking could go either up or down in response to the presence of the ECR. The 

presence of the ECR means that there will be fewer periods of very low allowance 

prices and hence fewer periods when participants can accumulate allowances at very 

low prices. On the other hand, the potential for the retirement of allowances by the 

ECR means increased scarcity in the future and could induce participants to 

accumulate larger banks in early periods.39 

The lower price volatility may help explain why, in our sessions, either type of ECR 

reduces the amount of banking relative to the no-ECR treatment. The absence of 

periods with very low prices limits the opportunities to buy permits at prices well 

below their long-run value. In other words, shocks that might result in a very low price 

in one period are much less likely to occur in the ECR treatments. Thus, the 

opportunities for bargain shopping are reduced. As a result, banking should be 

reduced. Working against this possibility, some participants may wish to hold a higher 

bank in anticipation of fewer permits being available in the future. Our results suggest 

that the increased cost of accumulating a bank can be a powerful counterbalance to 

the desire to hold a larger bank in anticipation of future scarcity. In our experiments, 

 
38 Price variability is calculated for each session as the variance of prices for the first 25 
rounds in the session.  

39 In the simulation results reported in the previous section, the size of the bank increased 
because of the correct anticipation of the effect of current and future energy efficiency 
expenditures on demand for electricity and therefore allowances, given perfect foresight in 
the model. That effect is not present in our experimental setup. 
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the average bank tended to be lower in the ECR treatments, although, in the case of 

the step ECR, this result is not statistically significant. 

 

Experimental Result #3: Allowance banking tends to be lower in price-
responsive supply treatments. 

Support: Figure 9 shows the average bank held in each period for each of the three 

treatments. The average banked amount is lower for both ECR treatments, especially 

during the earlier rounds. 

Figure 9. Total Banked Allowances by Treatment by Round 

We used the first 25 of the 30 rounds for calculating the average size of the bank for 

each session. Table 4 shows the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test statistic for the two ECR 

treatments. Only the linear ECR has a significantly smaller average bank than the no-

ECR treatment. 
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Table 4. Average Bank is Smaller in ECR Treatments 

Treatment Rank-sum p-value 

Step ECR 1.19 0.248 

Linear ECR 1.72 0.094 

Figure 9 suggests that the effect of the ECR on the size of the bank is more 

pronounced in the early rounds because participants are more likely to be banking 

allowances for later use. In later periods, as participants begin to use their 

accumulated banks, the difference between the two treatments falls. Table 5 shows 

the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test statistic for the first 15 of 30 rounds for each session.  

Table 5. Average Bank is Smaller in Early Periods of ECR 
Treatments 

Treatment Rank-sum p-value 

Step ECR 1.72 0.094 

Linear ECR 1.90 0.063 

In our sessions, when subjects are likely to be building up their banks of allowances, 

the price-responsive supply treatments tend to reduce the size of the bank. 

Earlier, we discussed price variability. There is good reason to believe that other things 

equal, lower price variability is beneficial. Policymakers also care about the stability of 

revenues because variability complicates budget planning. Price-responsive supply of 

allowances should tend to dampen price variability compared with a fixed cap. Some of 

the variation that would be loaded on price is now shared with variation in quantity. 

Here our results are only suggestive. 

 

Experimental Result #4: Allowance revenues tend to show reduced 
local variation, but this difference is not statistically significant. 

Support: Figure 10 shows average auction revenue in each round by treatment. It is 

not obvious that round-to-round revenue variability is lower, especially for the linear 

ECR treatment. We do not observe a statistically significant difference in the overall 

variance of revenues across sessions. That said, the pattern of local variation in 

revenue that is observed is suggestive of less variation in the ECR treatments.  
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Figure 10. Total Revenue by Treatment by Round 

Table 6 reports the average five-round, rolling moving average of revenue standard 

deviation by treatment, which shows the pattern we expected, although these 

differences were not statistically significant in our sessions. We used the rank-sum 

statistic to test whether the mean five-round moving average of revenue variability 

(standard deviation) for sessions differed between our ECR treatments and the no-

ECR treatment. These results, though not significant, do suggest a potentially fruitful 

area for future research. 
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Table 6. Mean 5-round Moving Average of Revenue Variance 

ECR Treatment Local Variance Rank-sum Statistic 
p-value (diff. 
from no ECR) 

None 2.39 - - 

Step ECR 2.07 1.28 0.222 

Linear ECR 1.46 1.63 0.114 

As expected, we find that the presence of the ECR does cause an early and persistent 

increase in allowance price and reduces price variability. The price-responsive supply 

of allowances also results in a substantial reduction in the size of the bank held during 

the early periods of a session. The smaller bank may be, in part, the result of reduced 

price variability due to the dampening effect of the ECR. 
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7. Conclusion 

The prevailing economic advice for efficient environmental and climate policy in an 

uncertain world derives from a first-best result promoting carbon pricing at a level 

obtained by solving for a single globally efficient policy. Most economic research 

concludes that a carbon tax is the preferred approach to carbon pricing but 

recognizes that a cap-and-trade policy formulated by economists as a perfectly 

inelastic supply of emissions allowances can achieve an equivalent optimal quantity 

target. However, climate policy is taking shape in a national and subnational context 

where the balancing of economic and political costs and benefits is part of a regulatory 

negotiation within and between jurisdictions. National and subnational environmental 

goals are derived and evolve in a noncooperative coordination setting with substantial 

uncertainty. Most jurisdictions that have adopted carbon pricing have chosen a cap-

and-trade approach with emissions targets that are clearly not globally optimal, and 

are not static.  

The North American emissions trading programs have adapted to uncertainty in costs 

by implementing price-responsive allowance supply through auction price floors and 

cost containment reserves. Nonetheless, over a large range of potential allowance 

market equilibria, the quantity of allowances in existing trading programs is fixed, 

implying that a specific emissions outcome is uniquely preferred. This approach can 

result in variable allowance prices, imposing costs on compliance entities, and variable 

auction revenues, which challenge regulatory programs that rely on revenues for 

investments. Importantly, a fixed emissions quota undermines the environmental 

effectiveness of additional voluntary actions taken by individuals and of other types of 

policies adopted by subsidiary jurisdictions within the emissions-capped regions. Such 

companion policies have enabled substantial progress in achieving carbon emissions 

reductions. In theory, the marginal damage curve for a stock pollutant like greenhouse 

gases may be relatively flat, suggesting that a carbon price would be the preferred 

economic approach. However, greenhouse gas emissions are correlated with other 

types of emissions that have clearly increasing marginal damages within the current 

period, which helps motivate quantity targets.  

An emissions containment reserve in RGGI is a further evolution in carbon markets: it 

introduces a price step above the price floor and below the expected price. This series 

of price steps is implemented quite simply with a price schedule embodied in a series 

of reserve prices on specific quantities of allowances. The resulting price-responsive 

supply schedule resembles the suggestion of Roberts and Spence (1976) while also 

achieving a uniform price. The approach has dynamic policy relevance by enabling 
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contributions from companion policies that reduce emissions and are expected to help 

ratchet up program stringency over time.  

We explore the performance of price-responsive allowance supply in concept, in 

simulation modeling, and in a behavioral context with a laboratory experiment. In 

theory, in the framework with inherent uncertainty developed by Weitzman (1974), we 

find a price-responsive supply schedule is more efficient than either a price or quantity 

instrument. We find this approach supports allowance price predictability in simulation 

modeling and the experimental setting. We also develop guidance for the design of 

price-responsive supply. In the setting we explore, where demand for emissions 

allowances is inelastic, we find a flatter allowance supply schedule has less revenue 

variability when demand for allowances falls below expected levels. For any given 

slope in an allowance supply schedule, we find that more price steps will reduce 

revenue variability. We also show that the effect of price-responsive supply on the size 

of the allowance bank is ambiguous. We illustrate that the bank could achieve a larger 

size with price-responsive allowance supply when there is perfect foresight but that in 

a more realistic experimental setting the bank size is reduced compared to a fixed 

carbon cap. 

A price-responsive supply schedule overcomes the difficult choice between price 

versus quantity instruments that has characterized over forty years of economic 

debate. Such a schedule moves toward a design for environmental markets that more 

closely resembles that of other commodities. We anticipate that price-responsive 

supply can help reduce the costs of administrative adjustments to the program, 

making the policy more durable, and help grow the influence of carbon pricing in 

driving emissions reductions moving forward. 
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Appendix 

A.1. Instructions to Participants in the 
Experiments 

Instructions: Page 1 

Product and Permit Markets 

• Product Market: You will have the role of a producer of a product that will 
be sold in a market. Your earnings during this session will depend on your 
profits from producing and selling this product. 

• You will manage 4 capacity units. Think of each capacity unit as a plant that 
can produce one unit of the product. You will be told the cost of operating 
the capacity unit, and the unit profit will be the price of the product minus 
the cost of producing that unit. 

• Permits: Producers are required to obtain permits to cover their output.  
• Permit Requirements: Different producers will need different numbers of 

permits for each unit produced. For low users the number of permits per 
unit output is 1. High users need 2 permits for each unit of output. There are 
1 low users in this market and 1 high users. Your role during today's 
session will be: high user. 

• Product Price: In any period, the product price could be high, 40, or low, 30. 
The sequence of output prices is not known in advance, but the current 
price at which the output can be sold in a round will be announced at the 
start of each round. All producers receive the same price for their output in 
a given round. 

• Production Costs: The cost of production differs from one person to 
another, and new costs are randomly determined for each person at the 
start of each period. You will also have the cost of obtaining permits for 
each unit you produce. 

Instructions: Page 2 

Obtaining Permits 

• In each period, you may buy permits at auction, and the prices paid for 
these permits will be added to your costs. All producers will be obtaining 
their permits through the auction. In this session, there are 2 producers. 

• There is a limited supply of permits for sale at auction. The number of 
permits for sale will start at 10 in the first period and will fall by 1 each 
subsequent period. 
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• In each period's auction, you will be able to make a number of bids for 
permits, and for each permit bid, you will specify a price that is the 
maximum that you are willing to pay in the auction for that permit. You may 
bid different values for each bid that you make. As the supply of permits 
falls over time, fewer will be available to buy at auction.  

• The bids will be sorted from high to low, and orders will be filled in that 
order until the available supply is exhausted. All permits will be sold in the 
auction at a single uniform price. The price is set to the value of the first bid 
that is not filled, that is, the first rejected bid. So, for example, if there are 4 
permits for sale, and the bids are $10, $9, $8, $8,and $6, the first four bids 
will be successful and the last bid will be rejected. The price the winning 
bidders pay will be $6, the value of the first rejected bid. Note that the 
winning bids will generally be higher than (or possibly equal to) the price 
actually paid for the permits. Ties will be resolved by a random device. 

• The auction will have a reserve price of $5.00. No bids below this amount 
will be allowed. Any permits not sold at the auction (if there are any) will 
simply be retired and will not be sold at a later time. 

Instructions: Page 3 [Baseline treatment] 

Changes in Supply 

• Additional supply: If the auction clearing price would be above a targeted 
maximum price of 12, then additional permits will be offered for sale to 
reduce the likelihood that the auction price will rise above the targeted 
maximum. A stock of 2 permits is available for this purpose. This stock is 
replenished each period. 

Instructions: Page 3 [Step treatment] 

Changes in Supply 

• Additional supply: [Same as in baseline] 
• Supply reductions: Of the permits for sale at auction, up to 16 permits are in 

a compliance reserve and may be retired to keep the permit market from 
becoming oversupplied. If the auction price would fall below $8, permits in 
the reserve will be removed from the available supply in the auction so that 
the price will not fall below $8. The number of permits that can be removed 
is limited by the size of the reserve. Once the reserve is exhausted, the 
auction price would be allowed to fall below $8.  

• For example, given the bids of 10, 9, 8, 8 and 6 and a trigger price of $8, if 
there are 4 permits for sale, but with a trigger price of $8, one permit would 
be retired from the reserve and only three would be sold. In this case, the 
auction price would rise from $6 to $8, because the first rejected bid is now 
$8. The compliance reserve is the same in all periods. 
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Instructions: Page 3 [Linear treatment] 

Changes in Supply 

• Additional supply: [Same as in baseline] 
• Supply reductions: Of the permits for sale at auction, up to 4 permits may be 

retired to keep the permit market from becoming oversupplied. If the 
auction price would fall below 8, then for each $0.50 the price would fall 
below the trigger price, up to 2 permits will be removed from sale before the 
auction price is set. The final auction closing price will be calculated after 
the reserve permits have been removed from those available for sale. 

• For example, with a low trigger price of $8, then to keep the auction price 
from closing at $7.50, up to 2 permits may be retired. To keep the price from 
closing at $7, up to 4 may be retired, etc. The reserve of 4 permits will be 
exhausted once the price reaches the reserve price. So, given the bids of 
$10, $9, $8, $8 and $6 and a trigger price of $8, if there are 4 permits for 
sale, two permits could be retired, but in this case, only one needs to be 
retired to prevent the price from falling below $8. With the retirement of one 
permit, the auction price would rise from $6 to $8, because the first rejected 
bid would now be $8. 

Instructions: Page 4 

Production 

• You will have 4 units of capacity as shown by the rows in the table below. 
• In each period the product price will be either low: $30, or high: $40. The 

output price for each period is random with a 50% chance of either price.  
• In this period, suppose that each unit produces a product that is sold for 

$30, (table below, 2nd column). 
• Your units are listed in order of increasing cost (3rd column). 
• One or more permits are needed to operate each capacity unit (4th column). 

(This depends on whether you are a low user or a high user.) 
• The net value (before permit costs) of operating a capacity unit (5th 

column) is the difference between the output price and the unit cost. 
• The current value of a permit (6th column) is the difference between the 

output price and the unit cost, divided by the required number of permits. 
• When producing output, high value capacity units with low costs (at the top 

of the table) run before lower value units lower in the table. 
• Remember that your earnings will be determined by differences between 

the values for permits used and what you pay for the permits. 
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Capacity 
Unit 

Output 
Price 

Production 
Cost 

Permits 
Per Unit 

Net 
Value 

Permit Value 
(At 2 Permits Per 

Unit) 

0 $30.00 $5.00 2 $25.00 $12.50 

1 $30.00 $6.00 2 $24.00 $12.00 

2 $30.00 $26.00 2 $4.00 $2.00 

3 $30.00 $26.00 2 $4.00 $2.00 

Instructions: Page 5 

Session information 

• Series of periods: There will be 4 periods in this session, each with an 
auction followed by a production decision. 

• You can make as many bids as the bid entry form allows, which will be 5 for 
low users and 5 for high users. For high users, each bid will be for two 
permits, reflecting the greater need for permits to run these units. 

• Production decision: After you know how many permits you have to work 
with, you will decide which capacity units to operate. This determines how 
many permits will be needed to meet the "compliance" obligation. Producing 
and selling output is the only way to make money in this market. 

• Permits may be used for production in the current period or saved for use in 
later periods. You may wish to hold permits for later periods, if you think 
that they will be more valuable in the future when fewer permits are 
available at auction. There is no limit to the number of permits you may 
hold. Permits will have no value at the end of the last period. 

• The penalty for producing output without the necessary permits is $35.00 
per missing permit. (Very expensive!) 

• Your starting cash endowment is: $150.00. (Your cash holdings will change 
each round, depending on the actions you take, actions such as buying 
permits and operating production units.) Keep in mind, that the only way to 
make money is by running your capacity units at a profit. 

• Earnings rate: Your cash payout will be equal to 2.5% of your experimental 
cash holdings. 
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